Introduction {#s1}
============

Cognitive aging research reveals that even healthy, cognitively "normal" older adults show subtle performance differences with increasing age on many cognitive tasks, including tasks tapping speed, spatial visualization, executive control, and episodic memory encoding and retrieval (Grady and Craik, [@B28]; Nordahl et al., [@B39]; Salthouse, [@B48]; Dickerson and Eichenbaum, [@B23]). Understanding the causes of such age-related differences in cognitive function remains a challenge, and several theories attempt to explain mediators of cognitive differences in terms of localized changes in brain structure and function. One such theory, the frontal aging hypothesis, posits that executive control deficits associated with prefrontal cortex (PFC) dysfunction mediate normal age-related cognitive differences (West, [@B58]). According to this hypothesis, the human frontal lobes, particularly PFC subregions, are especially vulnerable to age-related degeneration, and functions dependent on frontal regions, such as executive control, are selectively impaired with age. Therefore, executive control deficits associated with frontal dysfunction are postulated to mediate normal age-related cognitive differences, including memory differences.

Current theories of episodic memory encoding and retrieval emphasize age-related differences in frontal systems and their role in successful performance with age (Cabeza, [@B8]; Buckner, [@B6]; Bollinger et al., [@B5]). Source memory, the ability to recollect the context in which an event took place or how one acquired episodic knowledge of an event, can be particularly vulnerable to the effects of aging (Glisky et al., [@B26]). Further, behavioral and electrophysiological studies of patients with PFC lesions demonstrate that frontal lobe damage can selectively impair source memory independent of item memory (Janowsky et al., [@B32]; Duarte et al., [@B24]; Swick et al., [@B55]), suggesting that frontal function is crucial for item-context binding and successful episodic memory performance. Recently, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have also supported the idea that age differences in PFC activation (particularly lateral PFC) may be related to source memory deficits (Rajah et al., [@B46]; Dulas and Duarte, [@B25]). However, considering recent evidence regarding network-specific effects of neurobiological changes on cognition (Ziegler et al., [@B62]) and advances in the delineation of connections of the PFC in human and monkey studies (Mori et al., [@B37]; Schmahmann and Pandya, [@B49]; Yeterian et al., [@B59]), the frontal aging hypothesis may be insufficient for conceptualizing the complex effects aging has on cognitive functions dependent on distributed brain networks. In order to overcome such limitations, newer approaches must consider the effects of aging on the integrity of several interrelated processing networks spanning multiple regions of the brain.

We hypothesize that age-related differences in episodic memory performance may result from alterations in white matter integrity---related to not only age but also coincident vascular disease---that may affect the connectivity of networks important to cognition. We are specifically interested in how changes to anatomically specific white matter tracts connecting distributed brain regions, particularly connections of the frontal lobe with its targets, may contribute to changes in episodic memory function.

Degenerative white matter changes have been shown to occur in both normal aging and neurological disease (Pfefferbaum et al., [@B44]; Vernooij et al., [@B57]; Lee et al., [@B34]). White matter abnormalities linked to cardiovascular risk factors and cerebrovascular disease (CVD), measured by white matter hyperintensities (WMH) seen on MRI, occur even during normal aging and increase in extent with age (DeCarli et al., [@B21], [@B17],[@B19]). Both WMH and subtler changes to white matter integrity, measured by the diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) parameter of fractional anisotropy (FA), have been shown to mediate age-related differences in cognitive performance, possibly due to disconnection of distributed cognitive networks (Nordahl et al., [@B39]; Andrews-Hanna et al., [@B2]; Jacobs et al., [@B31]). These measures are thought to index different aspects of white matter integrity, with WMH representing "core" regions of vascular white matter injury, while FA reductions in surrounding normal-appearing white matter indicate more subtle changes in white matter integrity associated with microstructural alterations (Assaf and Pasternak, [@B3]; Lee et al., [@B34]; Maillard et al., [@B35]).

Previous research indicates that WMH are associated with impairments in episodic memory, working memory, and executive control among cognitively normal older adults (Nordahl et al., [@B40], [@B39]; Mayda et al., [@B36]). Further, executive control deficits seen in subjects with extensive WMH are hypothesized to contribute to episodic memory deficits (Parks et al., [@B42]). These results support the hypothesis that white matter tract injury, by disconnecting frontal areas from distributed systems necessary for task-relevant cognitive performance, may be a neural mechanism associated with age-related control impairments and PFC dysfunction.

However, previous studies relating white matter structural changes in prefrontal and other brain areas to age-related differences in episodic memory performance have not identified which specific white matter tracts are most involved in network disconnection. One previous study has directly tested the hypothesis that cognitive performance in older adults correlates more strongly with white matter than gray matter changes, demonstrating associations between episodic memory performance and FA in temporal and posterior parietal areas, and advancing the idea that disconnection may be important to cognitive differences (Ziegler et al., [@B62]). Similar to such recent studies from other labs, we predict that white matter integrity in anatomically specific regions will be associated with cognition. To test this hypothesis, we examined regional associations between white matter injury and integrity measures and episodic source memory performance in healthy, cognitively normal older and young adult subjects. Specifically, we hypothesize that particular white matter connections of the frontal lobe with its targets would be most affected (Nordahl et al., [@B39]; Schott et al., [@B51]; Smith et al., [@B54]; Yeterian et al., [@B59]), particularly reciprocal long cortico-cortical connections between prefrontal and parietal cortex (Goldman-Rakic, [@B27]; Selemon and Goldman-Rakic, [@B52]; Cavada and Goldman-Rakic, [@B13]), as well as connections between frontal cortex and subcortical structures (Alexander et al., [@B1]; Cummings, [@B15]), and between frontal and temporal cortex (Cabeza and Nyberg, [@B12]; Nordahl et al., [@B39]). We hypothesize that network disconnection due to white matter changes, as measured by WMH and DTI, will be associated with age-related differences in episodic memory performance.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Participants
------------

Three groups of adults were included in the current study. Healthy, cognitively normal older adults were recruited from a pool of normal control individuals seen at the UC Davis Alzheimer\'s Disease Center (ADC) and subdivided into high and low WMH volume groups, and young adult controls were recruited by advertisement from the university. High WMH volume was defined as the highest quartile of WMH volumes among all normal subjects seen at the ADC, with low WMH volume defined as the lowest quartile of normal ADC subjects. WMH group classification was based on imaging data from a previous scan. Eighteen high WMH, 15 low WMH, and 15 young adults participated in this research. Prior to analyses, data from three high WMH subjects were excluded, one due to the presence of a silent stroke, and two due to memory and neuropsychological task non-compliance. In addition, data from two low WMH subjects were excluded, one due to fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) image abnormalities, and another due to task non-compliance.

Thus, for the global analyses relating cognition to white matter integrity (using FLAIR and WMH), we analyzed data from 43 total subjects (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}): 15 young adult controls (aged 19--29), 13 low WMH subjects (aged 66--84) and 15 high WMH subjects (aged 66--89). The two older adult groups did not significantly differ in age. A further two subjects, one young adult and one high WMH subject, were excluded from analyses of FA-cognition relationships due to artifacts in the image and poor quality scans (FA analysis *n* = 41).

###### 

**Subject demographic information**.

                                  **Young**                                      **Low WMH**                                    **High WMH**
  ------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------
  N                               15                                             13                                             15
  Mean (SD) age                   24.1 (3.1)[^*a*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   75.5 (4.7)                                     77.3 (5.9)
  Mean (SD) years of education    16.0 (2.0)                                     15.6 (1.8)                                     14.6 (2.8)
  Sex (F/M)                       6/9                                            11/2                                           9/6
  Mean (SD) MMSE score            N/A                                            29.3 (0.75)                                    28.7 (1.2)[^*b*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  \% Minority                     40                                             38                                             53
  Mean (SD) forward digit span    11 (1.9)                                       10.8 (1.3)                                     9.8 (1.9)
  Mean (SD) backward digit span   7.9 (2.1)                                      7.2 (2.3)                                      5.9 (1.8)[^*c*^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Mean (SD) category fluency      27.1 (5.9)[^*d*^](#TN4){ref-type="table-fn"}   21.9 (6.5)[^*d*^](#TN4){ref-type="table-fn"}   16.3 (3.1)[^*d*^](#TN4){ref-type="table-fn"}

Differs from all groups, p \< 0.0001;

High WMH marginally differ from Low WMH, p = 0.09;

Differs from young, p \< 0.008;

All groups differ, p \< 0.04.

The cognitively normal older adults in this study were in stable health, recruited both from a pool of normal control individuals seen for evaluation at the ADC, and from the community through advertising or from spouses of patients. The diagnosis of cognitively normal was made following a clinical neurological exam and neuropsychological work up, which included Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE), Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised, Logical Memory I and II, Memory Assessment Scales List Learning, Boston Naming, Block Design, Digit Span, Animal Fluency, and Geriatric Depression Scale. This diagnosis was adjudicated at a multidisciplinary case conference, based upon all available clinical information. Exclusion criteria were limited to diagnosis of dementia or mild cognitive impairment, major medical illness, history of cortical strokes, medications thought to affect cognition, and WMH volume (based on a previous scan) outside the ranges defined in the group selection criteria above. The Institutional Review Board of the University of California Davis approved the study, and informed consent was obtained from all subjects.

MRI methods
-----------

### MRI data acquisition and preprocessing

Structural magnetic resonance imaging was conducted on a General Electric 1.5T Signa Horizon LX NV/I System. Whole-brain imaging sequences included a T1-weighted, coronal 3D spoiled gradient recalled echo sequence (3DSPGR, IR-prepped, TE = 1.9 ms, flip angle = 20°, field of view (FOV) = 24 cm, matrix = 256 × 256, 124 contiguous slices, slice thickness = 1.6 mm), as well as an axial-oblique 2D FLAIR fast spin echo sequence (TE = 144 ms, TR = 11,000 ms, TI = 2250 ms, flip angle = 90°, FOV = 22 cm, matrix = 256 × 192, contiguous slices, slice thickness = 3 mm). DTI data were collected using single-shot spin-echo echo-planar imaging (TE = 94 ms, TR = 8000 ms, flip angle = 90°, FOV = 22 cm, matrix = 128 × 128, slice thickness = 6 mm, *b*-value = 1000 s/mm^2^, 6 gradient directions, 25 ms time between diffusion gradient pulses).

We preprocessed images and quantified total brain and total WMH volumes for all subjects using custom-written computer programs operating on a LINUX platform as previously described (DeCarli et al., [@B19]). Non-brain tissue was removed from all images, and image intensity non-uniformity correction applied (DeCarli et al., [@B20]). Once brain matter segmentation was achieved, a segmentation threshold for WMH volume on FLAIR was determined a priori as 3.5 standard deviations in pixel intensity above the mean of the fitted distribution of brain parenchyma. Repeated estimates using inter-class correlations have shown values around 0.98 for brain segmentation (DeCarli et al., [@B19]). Morphometric erosion of two exterior image pixels was applied to the brain matter image before modeling to remove the effects of partial volume cerebrospinal fluid pixels on white matter hyperintensity determination (DeCarli et al., [@B18], [@B20]). Highly trained analysts blinded to subject age, sex, and group status performed all MRI analyses. Inter-rater reliabilities for these are repeatedly calculated and are consistently above 0.90 for all measures.

Multi-modal mapping and analysis of WMH and DTI were performed as an extension of previously published methods. Briefly, all images were non-linearly aligned to a common stereotaxic space to allow precise colocalization of WMH and FA, particularly in the cerebral white matter (see appendix in DeCarli et al., [@B17]). Here we will use the term white matter injury to indicate the presence of WMH, while white matter integrity refers to changes measured by both WMH and DTI.

### FLAIR image intensity normalization

For voxel-based regression analyses, we rescaled all FLAIR images to a common range of values (0--255) and aligned the peaks of all image intensity histograms. This had the effect of normalizing the image intensity distributions, so that FLAIR signal values were comparable from subject to subject.

### Diffusion tensor imaging

Diffusion tensor imaging was conducted using a diffusion tensor-weighted echo-planar sequence (Stanford University, Stanford, CA). Six gradient directions, acquired twice at both reversed and non-reversed gradient polarity for a total of four images per direction, were used to generate diffusion-weighted images. DTI data processing, including susceptibility artifact correction, was done using FSL command line utilities (<http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/>).

After distortion correction, the four images from each gradient direction were averaged to produce six spatially registered diffusion weighted images. The two non-diffusion weighted images were also averaged to produce a seventh image for processing and generation of diffusion tensor images, according to the theory and methods detailed by Basser (Basser and Pierpaoli, [@B4]). Generating images from gradient combinations and from the same combinations with reversal of gradient polarity produced averaged images with fewer distortions. This is due to image distortion cancellation from higher order residual magnetic fields produced by eddy currents generated from the interactions of switching of multiple gradient fields. Finally, diffusion tensor images were computed from the seven averaged directional images, providing a diffusion tensor at each voxel, a matrix representation of the local directional statistics of water diffusion. FA was then calculated at each image voxel.

### Hopkins probabilistic tractography atlas analyses

To further understand specific white matter tracts that may be injured by CVD as manifest by WMH, we used probabilistic maps of the location of multiple fiber tracts, obtained from automated tractography on multiple subjects (Zhang et al., [@B61]). Such probabilistic fiber map atlases are made publicly available for research use (<http://cmrm.med.jhmi.edu>). Each fiber tract template file provides a value at each voxel in MNI space representing the probability of the tract passing through that voxel. Tract probability maps were aligned and warped to the same common anatomical template space as subject FA and WMH maps. Tracts were then overlaid on subject WMH and FA images in order to calculate log-normalized WMH volumes and mean FA values for the entire length of each tract of interest.

Cognitive testing
-----------------

Subjects were administered an episodic recognition memory task outside the scanner in a single session using E-Prime software on a laptop computer at the UC Davis Imaging Research Center. Previous studies have demonstrated impaired episodic source memory accuracy in aging and in patients with PFC lesions, and frontal function is considered important for associating an item with the context in which it was learned (Janowsky et al., [@B32]; Glisky et al., [@B26]; Duarte et al., [@B24]; Swick et al., [@B55]). The color-picture association task has been shown to be sensitive to prefrontal and hippocampal function, and is thought to tap episodic memory encoding and retrieval processes (Yonelinas et al., [@B60]). In the self-paced study phase prior to scanning, subjects viewed 40 centrally presented images of familiar objects, with half in red, and half in green (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), and were asked to form an association between the color and the object, thus providing a verbal encoding strategy. At least 2 h later (post scanning session), previously studied objects were presented in black every 4000 ms and subjects were asked to indicate by button press whether the images were previously presented in green or red. Total episodic accuracy (percent correct) was measured and entered into analyses. Measures of fluency and working memory were also used. The working memory measures included digit span forward and backward, and the fluency measure was Category Fluency (number of animals named in 60 s).

![**Color picture association task**.](fnhum-06-00056-g0001){#F1}

Statistical analyses
--------------------

Statistical analyses of imaging and cognitive data were conducted at multiple levels: at the global white matter level, at the voxel level, and for specific tract regions of interest (ROIs). Voxel-wise regressions were conducted using C++ applications written for the LINUX platform; additional statistical analyses were conducted using the R statistical computing language (R Development Core Team, [@B45]).

First, global measures of white matter integrity data, including global WMH volume (*n* = 43) normalized to head size and log-transformed (DeCarli et al., [@B22]), and mean global white matter FA (*n* = 41), were regressed against memory performance. Since FLAIR and WMH measures are highly correlated, we focused our global analyses on WMH; using FLAIR measures did not materially change the global results. All subject images (3DT1, FLAIR, WMH, and FA images) were then aligned and warped into a common stereotaxic space, to allow for anatomical localization of differences in white matter integrity related to cognition. One of the authors (E.F.) developed C++ applications for voxel-based multiple regression analyses. These measure the amount of variance explained in a cognitive variable by a linear combination of weighted terms of an imaging signal variable at each voxel (FLAIR or FA) and covariates of no interest (age, sex, education): where *Y* = episodic memory performance and *J* is the imaging modality measured at voxel location *x, y, z*.

Regressions were limited to voxels within a cerebral white matter mask, which encompassed white matter voxels common to all subjects. For these analyses, we used normalized FLAIR intensity levels as a continuous measure of white matter injury (as WMH values are binary at each voxel), and FA values as a continuous measure of white matter integrity. Values representing the strength of the relationship at each voxel (*t*-scores), over the entire brain, which passed a predetermined threshold of *t* ± 2 (sign dependent on expected direction of relationship) were then entered into non-parametric significance testing (5000 permutations) for significant-sized clusters of correlations (Nichols and Holmes, [@B38]). All clusters which then passed a criterion of *p* \< 0.05 in this cluster level permutation analysis were selected and displayed on images along with brain slices and ventricles for spatial reference.

Finally, in order to identify which tracts would demonstrate anatomically specific relationships between white matter integrity and memory performance, we extracted white matter integrity measures from selected tracts, with the aid of the probabilistic fiber map atlas described above. Of particular interest were fibers intersecting the clusters identified in the cluster analyses. These tract-based white matter integrity measures (bilateral total log-normalized WMH volume and bilateral mean FA) were then entered into regression analyses as predictors of cognitive performance, including covariates of age, sex, and education. We analyzed white matter integrity measures along the entirety of each tract. Again, as FLAIR and WMH measures are highly correlated, we focused our tract analyses on WMH as WMH are the most theoretically relevant measure; using FLAIR measures did not materially change the results. In addition, other tracts outside the cluster were selected and tested to confirm the specificity of associations within the cluster. We performed tests to demonstrate not only that certain tracts and not others were related to episodic memory performance, but also that other behaviors were not associated with white matter integrity in the same tracts. Analyses were performed for subjects that had both WMH and FA images. To control the familywise error rate at *p* \< 0.05 for each of 10 tract-based models, white matter integrity measures were only considered significant if they passed a per-comparison threshold of *p* \< 0.00512.

Results {#s3}
=======

Global white matter injury and integrity differ by subject group
----------------------------------------------------------------

As expected based on the selection parameters of the study, ANOVA and *t*-tests confirmed differences in log-normalized WMH volume among the subject groups \[*F*(2, 40) = 211.7, *p* \< 0.0001; Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\]. High WMH older adults (whose group classification was based on a previous scan) indeed had higher WMH volume on this scan than both low WMH older adults (*p* \< 0.0001) and young adults (*p* \< 0.0001), and low WMH older adults had higher WMH volume than young adults (*p* \< 0.0001). We also confirmed mean FA differences among the subject groups \[*F*(2, 38) = 48.3, *p* \< 0.0001; Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\] with younger adults having higher mean FA than high WMH (*p* \< 0.0001) and low WMH (*p* \< 0.0001) older adults, and low WMH older adults having higher mean FA than high WMH older adults (*p* = 0.002). Additionally, across all subjects, global WMH volume and mean FA were significantly negatively correlated (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; *R*^2^ = 0.63, *p* \< 0.0001). Mean normalized white matter FLAIR and log-normalized WMH were also highly positively correlated (*R*^2^ = 0.85, *p* \< 0.0001), and as we found no differences when using FLAIR instead of WMH, we report only tests using WMH for our global and tract-specific analyses.

![**(A)** Global log-normalized WMH volume by group, all groups differ *p* \< 0.0001; **(B)** Mean global white matter FA by group, ^\*^Differs from all groups, *p* \< 0.0001, ^\*\*^Groups differ, *p* = 0.002; **(C)** Mean global white matter FA by log-normalized WMH volume.](fnhum-06-00056-g0002){#F2}

Episodic memory is associated with global white matter injury and integrity
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

ANOVA and *t*-tests confirmed differences in episodic memory performance among the subject groups \[*F*(2, 40) = 22.7, *p* \< 0.0001; Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\] with younger adults having higher episodic accuracy than high WMH (*p* \< 0.0001) and low WMH (*p* \< 0.0001) older adults, and low WMH older adults having higher episodic accuracy than high WMH older adults (*p* = 0.012).

![**(A)** Episodic accuracy by group, ^\*^Differs from all groups, *p* \< 0.0001, ^\*\*^Groups differ, *p* = 0.012; **(B)** Episodic accuracy by mean global white matter FA.](fnhum-06-00056-g0003){#F3}

After confirming these group differences, we next sought to understand specific relationships between brain structure and cognition across the spectrum of cognitively normal aging, and all subsequent analyses were conducted on older adult data. Among older adult participants, the variables of age and global mean FA were continuous and normally distributed. Regressions of episodic memory performance on FA within older adults demonstrated that reduced FA was associated with significantly decreased episodic accuracy (*R*^2^ = 0.15, *p* = 0.046; Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This relationship, however, no longer remained significant (*p* = 0.19) when controlling for age, sex, and education.

Voxel-wise associations between episodic memory, FLAIR, and FA in older adults
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We analyzed the relationships between episodic memory performance and voxel-wise FLAIR intensity and FA, among older adults, using the regression and cluster methods described above. This allowed us to assess the anatomical relationships between white matter injury or integrity and memory performance, independent of the contribution of age and other covariates, to inform our tract-specific analyses.

For our FLAIR intensity analysis, clusters of voxels in bilateral white matter were significantly and inversely related to episodic accuracy (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; left hemisphere cluster: *p* = 0.0056; right hemisphere cluster: *p* = 0.0036), independent of age, sex, and education. These clusters extended throughout the white matter of all four lobes, located predominantly within bilateral dorsal frontal, parietal, and subcortical white matter, as well as in bilateral temporal lobes, and right occipital lobe.

![**FLAIR clusters significantly related to episodic accuracy among older adults.** Presented with left and right hemisphere clusters in red, ventricles in white, and axial slice in gray for reference. Left: rostral-dorsal view; Middle: rostral-ventral view; Right: dorsal view (all images radiological convention).](fnhum-06-00056-g0004){#F4}

For our FA analysis, one significant FA cluster was noted in right posterior periventricular white matter (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; *p* = 0.047) for a direct relation with memory performance. This cluster was located predominantly in right parietal white matter.

![**FA cluster related to episodic accuracy among older adults.** Cluster in red, ventricles in white, and axial slice in gray for reference. Postero-lateral view.](fnhum-06-00056-g0005){#F5}

Episodic memory is associated with white matter injury to selected tracts in older adults
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We further sought to identify which tracts among older adults demonstrated anatomically specific relationships between our white matter injury and integrity measures and memory performance, using the probabilistic tract atlas as described in the methods section. To accomplish this task, we first identified those tracts that passed through the clusters identified above (see Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). For example, the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF) overlapped with the clusters in the temporal lobes, while short association fibers connecting cuneus to superior occipital gyrus overlapped with the clusters in the right occipital lobe. For control purposes, we also examined tracts not contained within the identified area, such as corticospinal tract. These analyses were performed to identify where differences in white matter injury and integrity were predictive of impaired cognition, independent of the effects of age, sex, and education. We combined data from unilateral tract templates into bilateral measurements, and restricted our analyses to 10 tracts to minimize comparisons.

![**Visualization of selected tracts passing through clusters.** Clusters and tracts displayed in different colors and presented in multiple orientations. White: right hemisphere cluster; Yellow: right uncinate fasciculus; Light pink: right thalamus-middle frontal gyrus projection; Purple: right inferior longitudinal fasciculus. Red: left hemisphere cluster; Dark red: left uncinate fasciculus; Green: left thalamus-middle frontal gyrus projection; Dark pink: left inferior longitudinal fasciculus.](fnhum-06-00056-g0006){#F6}

When examining bilateral tracts that intersected our clusters, we found that WMH in uncinate fasciculus and ILF were significantly inversely associated with memory performance, independent of age, sex, education, and tract FA (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). FA was not associated with episodic memory performance in any of these models. Further analysis to examine the anatomic specificity of these findings found no relationship between episodic memory performance and WMH or FA values in corticospinal tract or in occipital short association fibers. When applying a less stringent threshold (*p* \< 0.05 uncorrected), WMH in additional tracts, including the superior longitudinal fasciculus (frontal-parietal portion), projections from the thalamus to the superior frontal gyrus and from the thalamus to the middle frontal gyrus, and the dorsal cingulum bundle, were inversely associated with memory performance independent of age, sex, education, and tract FA.

###### 

**Tract-based multiple regression model *p*-values for WMH and FA covariates for 10 separate models**.

                **WMH**                                     **FA**
  ------------- ------------------------------------------- --------
  UNC           0.0022[^\*\*^](#TN6){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.42
  SLF-FP        0.013[^\*^](#TN5){ref-type="table-fn"}      0.45
  TH-SFG        0.010[^\*^](#TN5){ref-type="table-fn"}      0.99
  TH-MFG        0.0057[^\*^](#TN5){ref-type="table-fn"}     0.64
  CST           0.13                                        0.74
  CGH           0.22                                        0.22
  CGC           0.0052[^\*^](#TN5){ref-type="table-fn"}     0.052
  ILF           0.0038[^\*\*^](#TN6){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.55
  SAF-IOG-MOG   0.15                                        0.69
  SAF-Cu-SOG    0.09                                        0.88

Model covariates include subject age, sex, and education, and tract WMH and FA as predictors of memory performance.

Abbreviations: UNC, uncinate fasciculus; SLF-FP, frontal-parietal portion of the superior longitudinal fasciculus; TH-SFG, projections between thalamus and superior frontal gyrus; TH-MFG, projections between thalamus and middle frontal gyrus; CST, corticospinal tract; CGH, ventral cingulum bundle; CGC, dorsal cingulum bundle; ILF, inferior longitudinal fasciculus; SAF-IOG-MOG, short association fibers between inferior occipital and middle occipital gyrus; SAF-Cu-SOG, short association fibers between cuneus and superior occipital gyrus.

p \< 0.05 (uncorrected);

p \< 0.0051 (α = 0.05 corrected for 10 comparisons).

We compared WMH effects to demonstrate the anatomic specificity of these tract-based findings. When comparing the contribution of ILF (a tract with a significant WMH effect) in regression models before and after adding covariates of corticospinal tract WMH and FA, we found ILF WMH remained a significant predictor of memory performance even after the inclusion of the additional covariates (*p* = 0.021; independent of age, sex, and education, and ILF FA). We found a similar preservation, in a separate model, of the effect of uncinate WMH after adding corticospinal tract white matter measures (new uncinate WMH *p* = 0.006). Further comparison of WMH effects demonstrated differences in the strength of association among these different tracts. When both uncinate WMH and ILF WMH were entered into a model to predict cognition (independent of age, sex, and education), uncinate WMH remained significant (*p* = 0.03) while ILF WMH was only marginally significant (*p* = 0.06).

To further demonstrate the specificity of these findings, we tested whether performance on other behavioral measures was associated with tract white matter injury and integrity. We found that neither WMH nor FA for the significant tracts (uncinate fasciculus or ILF) were significant predictors of performance on forward digit span, backward digit span, or category fluency (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). These results suggest that episodic memory performance depends on the integrity of multiple specific white matter pathways.

###### 

**Tract-based multiple regression model *p*-values for WMH and FA covariates as predictors of control cognitive measures**.

                        **ILF WMH**   **ILF FA**   **UNC WMH**   **UNC FA**
  --------------------- ------------- ------------ ------------- ------------
  Forward digit span    0.57          0.80         0.91          0.51
  Backward digit span   0.62          0.43         0.72          0.18
  Category fluency      0.66          0.42         0.22          0.60

Model covariates include subject age, sex, and education, and tract WMH and FA. All values not significant at p \< 0.05.

Abbreviations: UNC, uncinate fasciculus; ILF, inferior longitudinal fasciculus.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The goal of the present study was to understand whether white matter changes in specific pathways are critical for impairing episodic memory performance in normal cognitive aging, and whether changes in these tracts related to white matter injury or to microstructural alterations in white matter integrity are most strongly associated with performance. The present results suggest that multiple pathways are important, but that specific connections of frontal, temporal, and parietal cortex and frontal-subcortical white matter tracts were most affected. Regressions of performance on white matter measures consistently demonstrated inverse associations between white matter injury and episodic memory at multiple levels of structural analysis. Results from our regression cluster analyses suggest that localized injury to white matter connections between the frontal, temporal, and parietal cortex may contribute to episodic source memory impairments in cognitively normal older adults independent of age, suggesting that at least some of age-related memory performance differences might reflect clinically silent white matter injury (Buckner, [@B6]). Further, tract analyses demonstrated significant associations between memory performance and white matter injury to selected fiber tracts, including uncinate fasciculus, ILF, projections from the thalamus to the superior frontal gyrus and to the middle frontal gyrus, superior longitudinal fasciculus, and dorsal cingulum bundle. WMH in these tracts were most strongly associated with episodic memory function, suggesting that apparent injury is necessary to cause cognitive differences rather than the more subtle changes in white matter fiber integrity identified by FA. We also demonstrated that white matter integrity in these tracts was not associated with performance on fluency and working memory tasks, supporting the idea that localized injury to tracts can have selective effects on cognition. This pattern of results strongly suggest that episodic source memory performance in older adults is particularly vulnerable to injury to connections between the frontal, temporal, and parietal cortex and their targets, as well as frontal-subcortical connections.

While the existing literature has shown that frontal white matter integrity is critical for episodic memory, previous studies, including some from our laboratory, relating white matter structural changes to age-related differences in episodic memory performance have not identified which specific white matter tracts are most involved in network disconnection. The links demonstrated here between memory and multiple, distinct measures of white matter integrity in specific fiber tracts, many of them frontally anchored, represents an empirical advance in the understanding of how cognitive dysfunction may arise from age-related network disconnection. This study is, to our knowledge, the first to test both DTI and WMH age-related differences related to cognition in the same sample using data from specific white matter tracts; however, these are associations in a small cross-sectional study and further testing is required.

We consistently found that FA was not as strongly associated with memory performance as WMH. White matter tract FA did not contribute significantly to any regression models above tract WMH, suggesting that the tract WMH measures were a much more robust predictor of cognitive performance. Recent research suggests that FA reductions surround WMH, but that WMH best represent "core" injury (Maillard et al., [@B35]). It is possible, therefore, that FA reductions represent more subtle damage to white matter tracts, and do not signify the same degree of functional disconnection as WMH. These results suggest that white matter injury to selected tracts, above and beyond microstructural changes in white matter integrity, is necessary to cause differences in memory performance among older adults. This injury is agnostic to the orientation of specific white matter tracts, and at most a portion of certain tracts pass through areas of injury. However, as these tracts pass through these regions and can be affected by injury, we can use the patterns of white matter injury among older adults to demonstrate how injury to specific tracts is associated with behavior.

The cognitive changes observed here may represent the anatomically localized injury of white matter tracts that connect circuits necessary for successful memory encoding and retrieval processes. Traditionally, episodic memory function has been attributed to the structure and function of the hippocampus and the medial temporal lobes (Zola-Morgan and Squire, [@B63]), and age-related differences in memory performance to changes in temporal structures (Tisserand and Jolles, [@B56]). Our finding that frontal-temporal connectivity (e.g., uncinate fasciculus) and connectivity of temporal with parietal and occipital cortex (e.g., ILF) is associated with episodic source memory performance in aging supports these concepts. However, recent studies of age-related memory differences have demonstrated that structural and functional changes in other brain systems, including frontal-subcortical and frontal-parietal systems, are associated with differences in memory performance in cognitively normal older individuals (Buckner, [@B6]; Dickerson and Eichenbaum, [@B23]; Bollinger et al., [@B5]). Changes in the integrity of white matter connections of the frontal cortex with its targets appear to be critical to age-related memory differences. For example, not only is prefrontal white matter integrity associated with memory performance (Bucur et al., [@B7]; Head et al., [@B30]), but increasing WMH volume also is associated with decreased PFC recruitment during episodic memory tasks (Nordahl et al., [@B39]). The current findings are in agreement with previous reports (Buckner, [@B6]; Smith et al., [@B54]) that suggest disruption of connectivity in prefrontal-subcortical (e.g., thalamus to frontal cortex connections) and prefrontal-parietal (e.g., superior longitudinal fasciculus) circuits is associated with age-related memory dysfunction.

We also found that injury to the dorsal cingulum bundle was associated with episodic memory impairment. Fibers of the dorsal cingulum bundle travel widely, but are primarily known to connect frontal cortex with the inferior parietal lobule, while more ventral aspects (which were not found to be significant in this study) connect with medial temporal lobe structures (Schmahmann et al., [@B50]). The cingulum bundle has been associated with mnemonic processing, among other functions, due to these connections between frontal and temporal areas important for episodic memory performance (Schmahmann and Pandya, [@B49]). In addition, the significant FA-memory cluster we found in older adults in right parietal white matter partially overlapped with the posterior aspect of the right dorsal cingulum bundle, in keeping with previous findings that greater memory impairment in older adults was associated with lower FA in the posterior cingulum bundle (Kantarci et al., [@B33]).

The uncinate fasciculus connects rostral inferior temporal regions known to be important for object recognition, medial temporal areas important to recognition memory, and medial, orbital and prefrontal cortices important in inhibition and self-regulation, and in primate studies has been shown to be critical to successful visual learning (Schmahmann et al., [@B50]). Our finding that uncinate injury is associated with source memory performance on this task is in agreement with these previous anatomical and behavioral studies.

The ILF courses extensively through the white matter of the temporal lobes, projecting to regions such as temporal pole and superior temporal sulcus, with caudal branches extending vertically into inferior parietal lobe and horizontally into inferior temporal and occipital regions (Schmahmann et al., [@B50]). Recent research suggests that ILF integrity may be important to successful visual memory function (Davis et al., [@B16]; Shinoura et al., [@B53]); such evidence supports our finding that ILF injury is strongly associated with source memory performance on a task with a strong visual component. Given that occipital fibers did not show significant associations with cognition, the temporo-parietal connections of the ILF may be more critical to memory performance than temporo-occipital connections; however, this requires further testing.

Evidence exists in the neuroanatomical literature for multiple parallel frontal-striatal loops, which mediate behaviors ranging from action selection to executive control and memory (Alexander et al., [@B1]). One such circuit---beginning in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)---projects serially to caudate nucleus, globus pallidus, thalamus, and back to DLPFC. Disruption of this circuit at any point in the pathway, including not only frontal-striatal connections, but also outflow tracts connecting thalamic nuclei to frontal cortex, may disrupt attention, planning, and organization (Cummings, [@B15]) and thereby impact memory encoding and retrieval strategies. The thalamo-cortical outflow tracts identified in our analyses are in the same general area as fiber tracts known to connect ventral anterior and medial dorsal thalamic nuclei with middle and superior frontal gyri (areas 9/46d and 9/46v) in macaque and human studies (Petrides and Pandya, [@B43]; Schmahmann and Pandya, [@B49]). These tracts also appear to pass through the cluster that demonstrated a significant association between white matter injury and memory performance. Furthermore, the thalamus is situated at the intersection of frontal-subcortical and medial temporal-limbic circuits involving the hippocampus (Cummings, [@B15]); reduced thalamo-frontal connectivity, as observed here, may impair communication between brain systems in the performance of memory tasks.

In the older adult sample tested here, impairment of frontal-subcortical circuits, particularly the DLPFC-subcortical circuit, due to white matter injury may specifically influence frontal systems through impaired connectivity with subcortical systems, with subsequent executive dysfunction leading to impaired episodic memory performance by impairing memory encoding or retrieval. WMH are thought to play an important role in memory tests that rely on executive control processes (Parks et al., [@B41]). Previous research suggests that dysfunctional maintenance and manipulation of information in working memory may result in deficits in episodic encoding and retrieval processes (Nordahl et al., [@B40]). Therefore, impairment of executive control processes important to working memory may contribute to age-related episodic memory differences (Parks et al., [@B42]).

Not only does white matter injury as measured by WMH affect frontal-subcortical systems, but the degree of impairment among older subjects with extensive WMH is sufficient to be clinically relevant as well. For example, high WMH subjects performed more than one standard deviation below low WMH subjects on the memory task, and poorer in most neuropsychological measures. This result is consistent with previous data suggesting that WMH may be sufficient to cause clinically relevant memory loss and the diagnosis of mild cognitive impairment (Nordahl et al., [@B40]).

Neuroanatomical and electrophysiological studies have revealed reciprocal white matter connections between prefrontal and parietal cortex that are part of networks important to attentional control, visual spatial processing, and memory performance (Goldman-Rakic, [@B27]; Selemon and Goldman-Rakic, [@B52]). Recent models of attention argue that dorsal frontal and parietal regions interact in the top-down control of attention not only for perception but also for memory retrieval guidance, whereby attentional selection and implementation are guided by retrieval goals (Corbetta and Shulman, [@B14]; Cabeza et al., [@B10]). Indeed, recent theories of episodic retrieval have argued that dorsal parietal cortex, in conjunction with dorsal frontal regions, performs top-down attentional control of episodic retrieval, biasing medial temporal lobe activity, in a manner similar to the attentional control of sensory perceptual regions (Cabeza, [@B9]). fMRI studies support this idea of parietal involvement in memory retrieval (Cabeza et al., [@B11]). Control processes mediated by frontal-parietal networks, therefore, may be critical to successful episodic memory performance. The current study, consistent with these theories, demonstrates that injury to prefrontal-parietal white matter tracts such as the superior longitudinal fasciculus may be as effective in producing cognitive impairments as lesions in the gray matter (Raz et al., [@B47]) among older individuals with otherwise normal cognitive function. However, the episodic memory paradigm in the current study was unable to disambiguate whether injury is associated specifically with encoding or retrieval processes, or both.

The present results are consistent with previous studies suggesting that episodic memory performance depends on the integrity of white matter tracts between frontal cortex and subcortical structures, and between frontal and temporo-parietal cortex (Nordahl et al., [@B39]; Schott et al., [@B51]; Smith et al., [@B54]). Additionally, our results are in agreement with studies linking PFC damage and network disconnection with impaired source memory accuracy (Janowsky et al., [@B32]; Duarte et al., [@B24]; Swick et al., [@B55]). Significant inverse relationships of WMH volume with episodic memory and executive control have been previously demonstrated in other cognitive aging samples (Gunning-Dixon and Raz, [@B29]; Nordahl et al., [@B39]). In addition, among the same subjects used in this experiment, significant associations were found between WMH and executive control impairments (Mayda et al., [@B36]), confirming a similar relationship between WMH, memory and executive control among individuals diagnosed with mild cognitive impairment (Nordahl et al., [@B40]). Together, these results support the idea that increased WMH volume may increase risk for long-term executive control impairments, which may be leading to the memory dysfunction we observed (Parks et al., [@B42]).

The current study has several potential limitations. Null results regarding certain relationships may be due to multiple factors including sample heterogeneity in white matter changes, relatively low subject numbers, and imaging resolution limitations. The failure to identify significant FA-memory relationships may demonstrate the need for higher-resolution DTI protocols; perhaps a greater number of gradient directions were necessary to provide more sensitive measures of microstructural white matter differences. In addition our results may suggest the need for more anatomically constrained hypotheses of FA-cognition relations; future advances may allow for testing of relationships between reduced local FA (e.g., of the fornix) and impaired episodic memory. It is unlikely that the greater relation of WMH than FA to memory performance once age, sex, and education are controlled is due to correlations between FA and individual ability factors such as education, because FA was not significantly correlated with education in our sample (*p* = 0.10) and removal of education from the tract analyses did not alter the results. Further, while we collapsed tract-specific white matter measures bilaterally to conserve statistical power, lateralized effects may have been present in the data. Additionally, others have demonstrated relatively robust correlations in older adults between FA and cognitive measures, such as working memory (e.g., Zahr et al., [@B60a]); it is possible, although unlikely, that the weaker association between memory and FA we have demonstrated here may be specific to our source memory paradigm, rather than due to greater sensitivity of performance to WMH.

In conclusion, white matter injury as measured by WMH may specifically influence brain systems, particularly frontal and temporal systems, through impaired network connectivity in the performance of an episodic memory task. The presence of white matter injury is related to episodic memory function at multiple levels of structural analysis. Patterns of association between white matter and episodic memory point to a pattern whereby episodic memory performance depends on white matter integrity of multiple regions. Such findings corroborate and extend previous findings from our laboratory by making links between memory and specific white matter tracts. These data support the hypothesis that age- and CVD-related white matter injury lead to disconnection of cortical areas. This disconnection may provide a neural mechanism to explain the observed age-related cognitive impairments among older individuals with WMH. We seek to understand the mechanisms by which increased age and CVD, which increases the extent of WMH, may affect brain structure and cognition across a broad spectrum of older adults.
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